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TO OUR READERS
BYU studies is dedicated to the correlation of revealed and discovered truth and
to the conviction that the spiritual and the intellectual can be complementary and funda
damentally harmonious avenues of knowledge this periodical strives to explore scholarly perspectives on LDS topics it is committed to seeking truth by study and also by
faith dac
d&c 88118 and recognizes that all knowledge without charity is nothing
i cor 132 it proceeds on the premise that faith and reason revelation and scholarly
learning obedience and creativity are compatible they are many members yet but
one body 1i cor 1220
contributions from all fields of learning are invited BYU studies strives to publish articles that openly reflect a latter day saint point of view and are obviously relevant to subjects of general interest to latter day saints while conforming to high
scholarly standards BYU studies invites poetry and personal essays dealing with the
life of the mind reflections on personal and spiritual responses to academic experiences intellectual choices values responsibilities and methods all personal essays
received will be entered in our annual personal essay contest short studies and notes
are also welcomed
opinions expressed in BYU studies are the opinions of the contributors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
brigham young university the editors the advisory board or anyone else

instructions TO AUTHORS

guidelines for submitting manuscripts may be viewed on our website at

httpwwwbyustudiesedu
httpwww byustudiesedu
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ATLA religion database published by the american theological library associain ATM
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reviews in religion and listed in historical abstracts arts and humanities citation
index america history and life and MLA international bibliography
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